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Going through the mirror:                                                                   
Enactment, reflection and 
community of practice
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project came out of a piece of teaching, that might be considered by some to be self-indulgent, by others risky and by others brave.
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Context
• School Direct Primary PgCE - 14 students 

participated
• M-level module
• Seminar – ‘using and applying reflective models’
• Structure;

• 1hr unedited clip of me teaching a year 2 class
• Students observe using Brookfield’s (1993) lenses
• Discuss, question me, feedback

https://janey138.wordpress.com/2015/02/09/reflexion-on-reflection/

Aims of the piece of research
The impact of my enactment of teaching (through a 

situated context of observation and critique) upon the 
students’ learning and reflection

Does this shared learning experience create a sense of 
community of practice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain context of our SD working – teaching in the allianceM-level module titled ‘ Raising the achievement of children’



Why ‘going through the mirror’?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Through_the_Looking-Glass#/media/File:Aliceroom3.jpg
Illustration by Sir John Teniel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alice was through the glass, and had jumped lightly down into the Looking glass room… then she began looking around and noticed that what could be seen from the old room was quite common and uninteresting, but that all the rest was as different as possible. For instance, the pictures on the wall next to the fire seemed to be all alive. (from Alice’s adventures in wonderland).Once we hold a mirror up to ourselves what do we see? It is a risk going through the mirror for , as Bolton puts it, fear of our unpalatable self, fear the studnets 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Through_the_Looking-Glass#/media/File:Aliceroom3.jpg


Why ‘going through the mirror’?

“Reflection and reflexivity make the ordinary seem 
extraordinary, ‘as different as possible’. And it makes 
the extraordinary more comprehensible. Actions, 
interactions, professional episodes, memories from long 
ago, spirituality, thoughts, ideas and feelings become 
‘all alive’. Developmental change becomes possible..”

(Bolton 2010 p.69)

http://194.81.189.19/ojs/index.php/TEAN/article/viewFile/60/72

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of my constant battles as a teacher educator is against the scourge of ‘the right answer’. I don’t know if you find this. ‘Can you tell me what an effective yr2 grammar lesson is please’. How long should a plenary be? How many words of feedback should I be writing? What should go in this box? All of this surface level stuff that is not about children’s learning, but about procedure, box ticking and ultimately survival for our students. It is what they can control.So, with this piece of work I wanted to do something different. Bolton talks about three foundations for reflection beyond the procedural – ‘certain uncertainty, serious playfulness and unquestioning questioning and so I wanted to set up a scenario, building on some earlier work I did in 2010, called ‘Watching me, watching you, aha’ available at this weblink, where myself and a group of students went through the mirror together.

http://194.81.189.19/ojs/index.php/TEAN/article/viewFile/60/72


Findings (1)

Routine reflection                                                       
and novice noticing
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MethodsMy role was triplicate: researcher, tutor





Findings (2)

Practical parlance 
not pedagogic 
principles
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Findings (3)

The loss of                                                      
the lens
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This was how it made me feel – my hopes that they would get something from my teaching, not just a teachers TV clip, engage with the lenses and get deeper into reflection were dashed.



Themselves Situations 
and tasks

Impact on 
learning

Fuller’s model of teacher development based on concerns (1969)

Task Manager Curriculum 
Deliverer

Concept/skill 
Builder

Twiselton’s model of teacher development (2010)

Routine Technical Dialogic Transfor
mational

Ward and McCotter’s Reflection Rubric (2004)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Layout and adaptations are mine.But looking at all of these three continua of teacher development – the answer of why is now staring me in the face. I was expecting my students to demonstrate and articulate right hand side skills, knowledge and understanding when they were moving from left to a bit less left in their development.I was expecting my reception class on phase 3 phonics to use fronted adverbials.



Implications

• Programme design
• Module design and expectations
• Seminar design and expectations at different 

stages of the course – do we increase 
expectation? 

• Placement expectations ‘to teach more is to 
learn more’. Is it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst my PgCE programme is planned according to the student journey it seems my session design and expectations are not.Key questions for me, my team and perhaps us as ITE tutors / leaders;Do we scaffold expectations and depth as the course progressesDo we expect less in earlier sessions and more in later sessions intentionallyWhat might my seminar have looked like in April?How does that translate to placement experience – is it just about increasing teaching load?
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Draft paper and/or a copy of this presentation 
available at

Adrian.copping@cumbria.ac.uk
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